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Nai Graduate Club
A photo exhibition focused on Kabul environment was held by Nai
Graduated Club on June 7th 2012. The exhibition was held at Pen
Afghanistan with the assistance of Youths in Action, Green Club, Khat
Now, Seelha, Peace and Development, Green Thinker, Green Wave,
youths Union Organizations and Salam Watandar Radio. At the exhibition
more than 30 photos focusing on Kabul environment were shown. The
exhibition showed how Kabul environment is damaging health of its
citizens. Photos told stories of Kabul dusty atmosphere a hospital yard
and a young lady works field.

NGC is a club all members share
their work, exchange ideas,
experiences, reporting advice
and discuss the critical
journalist’s issues. It is also
doing some benefit activities to
save and aware the people.
Environment preservation photo
gallery in Pen Association is a
live example.

The exhibition was opened officially by Kabul Mayor Deputy and Nai
Graduated Club members. At the opening, Kabul Mayor Deputy spoke and
said; “I am very happy that I see a graduate club is fulfilling its obligation
and contributing to the process of working for Kabul environment”. He
also asked Nai Graduate Club members to help the Municipality through
conducting awareness campaigns for public on environment. Fahim
Seediqi, NGC facilitator also spoke on the opening and said; “all those
photos show how Kabul environment is badly damaged, I am sure if we,
journalists and youth work together, we will cope the problem.”
40 (12w) Nai Graduated Club members participated to the exhibition.
Shabnam Shahzad, a participant expresses her idea of the exhibition this
way: “I think it is a good opportunity for us; journalists and youth to take
part on public related issues. We can show ourselves and indeed will be
motivated to work more.” She at the end thanked Nai for giving the
opportunity to her to be a part of this campaign.
The exhibition was opened for 5 days and was officially closed through
distributing appreciation letters to 5 photographers Mariyam Khamosh,
Najia Ahmadi, Nikzad, Hasib Warzi and Khalil by Nai Graduated Club.

